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 In a paper on “Stress surfaces and reciprocal diagrams” that I published some years 
ago in the Archiv der Mathematik und Physik *), together with K. Wieghardt, I showed 
that returning to the original ideas of Maxwell on the indicated subject produced a series 
of new and interesting aspects.  In it, a certain finer point remained unaddressed that will 
be clarified in what follows.  I therefore give my treatment an elementary, analytic-
geometric form that will be understandable without reference to the previous publication.  
I will thus not go into the purely geometric foundations, in particular, the units of the 
graphical representation; This will be, as long as it seems to be desirable, included in a 
paper by my assistant, Herrn Fr. Pfeiffer, that will appear next in the Zeitschrift für 
Mathematik und Physik. 
 
 1.  Let an ordinary Euler polygon be given – i.e., a hypersurface that is composed of 
planar facets, has two separate sides, and also possesses a Riemannian genus p = 0 (the 
“connection” 1). ** )  Since two separate surface sides are present, we can establish a 
definite sense of circulation for each vertex of the polyhedron when we arrange that when 
viewed from the one side of the surface this sense agrees with the clockwise one.  Now, 
let the polyhedral planes that come together at any vertex (i) of the polyhedron, 
according to the sequence that is established by this sense, be given by the following 
equations: 

(1)     
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= + +
 ⋯

 

 
One then has for the polyhedral edges that emanate from (i) – or, more precisely, their 
projections onto the XY-plane – the equations: 
 

                                                
 *) III series, Band 8 (1904). 
 ** ) The polyhedral hypersurface can intersect itself arbitrarily, as well. 
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(2)    
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The projections thus obtained define a planar diagram for which we can immediately 
define a self-stress state from the present equations.  Namely, one lets forces with the 
following X and Y components: 
 

(3)    
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 ⋯ ⋯

 

 
act on the ith junction of the diagram (which corresponds to the ith vertex of the 
polyhedron under projection).  These forces act, as one immediately recognizes, on each 
element of the series of edges (“rods”) of the diagram that are given by (2) and are in 
equilibrium at the ith junction, moreover, since the sum of their X-components vanishes, 
as does the sum of the Y-components.  On the other hand, the second junction, which 
perhaps carries the edge kl – call it j – according to the stated rule of circulation for the 
initial polyhedron (otherwise expressed: according to the Moebius edge law that is valid 
for our polyhedron) is associated with a force: 
 
(4)    i

lkX = i i
l kb b− ,  i

lkY = i i
l ka a− , 

 
in which the forces i

lkX  and i
lkY  are equal and opposite.  The force that acts on the totality 

of junctions of the diagram thus yields a system of self-stresses that acts on the rods of 
the diagram and is in equilibrium; it yields, as we will briefly say, a self-stress of the 
diagram. 
 I thus recall how one (after Maxwell-Cremona) constructs the associated reciprocal 
diagram to our diagram starting from the chosen starting point, and then the force plane 
of our self-stress: One simply associates each polyhedral plane: 
 

z = ax + by + c 
with the corresponding point: 
(5)      z = b, y = − a. 
 
In fact, the magnitudes and directions of the forces (3) that act along the rods of our 
diagram are given by the vectors that link the points of the reciprocal diagram. 
 
 2.  It is not difficult to see that one can invert the stated Ansatz, which originates with 
Maxwell.  In order to establish the considerations that are necessary for this briefly and 
precisely, it is convenient to think of the faces of the starting polyhedron that extend 
between the edges of our corresponding diagram as leaves (each of which will then 
present itself as a polygonal surface that bounds a number of rods in the diagram).  These 
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leaves collectively form a surface that corresponds pointwise to the starting polyhedron 
and which therefore, like the polyhedron, has genus p = 0, and on which one carries over 
the arrangement relative to the sense of circulation from the starting polyhedron to the 
individual vertices (junctions).  Whoever is used to the presentation of a many-leaved 
Riemann surface extended over the plane will find little difficulty in regarding this as an 
auxiliary surface that likewise covers a part of the plane multiply. 
 One now defines a self-stress that is associated with our diagram.  We then learn 
from equations (3) that for each edge of the diagram there are associated values of i

ka − 
i
la , i

kb − i
lb , and from equations (2), an associated value of i

kc − i
lc .  The question is 

whether we can go from the knowledge of these differences, which were obtained from 
the sequence of leaves of a auxiliary surface that spans the diagram, to the associated 
values of the i

ka , i
kb , i

kc  themselves, and thus to a Maxwellian polyhedron that is free of 

contradictions. 
 This is now, in fact, the case and indeed in such a way that we can assume that a leaf 
of our auxiliary surface is associated with arbitrary a, b, c – say, a0, b0, c0 – but then 
everything is determined.  For example, we would like to define for ourselves the 
following way of thinking: We would like to regard the desired points a, b, c as function 
values that belong to an isolated point of the auxiliary surface, and thus, as long as the 
point moves inside of a leaf of the auxiliary surface, remain constant, but whenever the 
point over an edge goes over to a new leaf, they jump according to the equations: 
 
(6)   ∆a = i

ka − i
la ,  ∆b = i

kb − i
lb ,  0 = ∆a ⋅ x + ∆b ⋅ y + ∆c . 

 
The question is simply whether one can uniquely integrate these difference equations 
over our auxiliary surface, beginning from any point a0, b0, c0 that lies on the auxiliary 
surface as initial values, and this question is, according to well-known theory, answered 
in the affirmative, since our auxiliary surface has genus 0 and encircling an arbitrary 
junction (singular point of the difference equations) always yields ∑ ∆a = 0, ∑ ∆b = 0, ∑ 
∆c = 0. 
 Thus: To each system of self-stresses of our diagram, there is associated a well-
defined Maxwell polyhedron, once one has chosen the constants a0, b0, c0 arbitrarily.  A 
change in a0, b0, c0 means that one increases all of the right-hand sides of formulas (1) – 
the equation for the faces of the polyhedron – by the same linear function ax + by + c.  If 
the number of possible self-stresses is ∞n then the number of Maxwell polyhedra that are 
associated with the diagram is, correspondingly, ∞n+3.  The number of reciprocal 
diagrams is, however, only ∞n+2, because the c drops out of formulas (5), and of these, ∞2 
of them are distinguished only by a parallel translation in the plane of the drawing board. 
 It is henceforth clear what it means to say that two self-stresses that act on the same 
diagram are added together.  In precisely the same way, one can add two Maxwell 
polyhedra associated with the same diagram.  To that end, one simply unites the two 
planes of the two polyhedra that correspond to the same leaf of the auxiliary surface: 
 

z = a′x + b′y + c′ and z = a″x + b″y + c″ 
 
into the new plane: 
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(7)    z = (a′x + b′y + c′) + (a″x + b″y + c″). 
 
The self-stresses and the polyhedra define a linear family, in this sense.  If there are n 
“linearly independent” self-stresses S1 , S2 , …, Sn then the most general self-stress in the 
diagram is represented in the form: 
 
(8)     λ1 S1 + λ2 S2 + …+ λn Sn , 
 
where the λ’s are arbitrarily-chosen constants.  There are then (n + 3) linearly 
independent Maxwell polyhedra; the surplus of three units comes from the three 
integration constants that are to be introduced.  Likewise there are (n + 2) linearly 
independent reciprocal diagrams. 
 
 3.  In the article of Wieghardt and myself that was cited above, it is already suggested 
how one might modify the theorem developed in it when the auxiliary surface, which 
spans the rods of the diagram, has a higher genus (p > 0); I will not go further into that, at 
present.  Rather, it will only be first asked what sort of particular explanation such 
diagrams might admit, when completed by the insertion of certain leaves, that appear to 
be a one-sided polyhedron under projection (“Moebius” polyhedra, for which no two 
sides of the surface can be distinguished, because the one side of the surface of the 
individual bounding polygon goes over to the other side of the surface of the bounding 
polygon under a trip around the polyhedron). 
 This further question to address is the actual purpose of my present communication.  
Thus, in order to offer up none of the great difficulties in its conception, I will restrict 
myself to the discussion of some isolated cases that are chosen to be the simplest possible 
(for which, the general situation will then shine forth). 
 Thus, let the following remark be brought up: I have repeatedly posed the stated 
question in specialized circles and, because the consideration of one-sided polyhedra 
leads to a certain indeterminacy, have obtained the answer: The stated polyhedron might 
be meaningless for the determination of the self-stresses associated with a diagram.  
Whoever believes in the organic connection of geometric truths will not be inclined to 
take such a viewpoint.  The following considerations show that, in fact, things are 
completely otherwise. 
 
 4.  The planar diagram that we shall choose as our 
example consists simply of 15 rods that are linked at 6 
junctions (that will be called I, II, …, VI).  For the sake of 
overview, we would like to think of the points as being 
chosen such that I, …, V define the corners of a regular 
pentagon whose midpoint is at VI.  We then have the 
accompanying figure. 
 This diagram may then be arranged into a closed 
auxiliary surface that is composed of 10 triangular surfaces 
and is therefore “one-sided.” 
 We next connect the corners I, …, V by way of 5 triangles: 
 

 

III  IV 

II V 

I 

Fig. 1. 
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I II III,  II III IV, III IV V, IV V I,  V I II, 
 

as is interpreted in the accompanying figure.  Meanwhile, 
these 5 triangles, taken in sequence, define a well-known 
example of Moebius surface that turns back on itself (on 
which one can continuously go from the upper side of one 
of the 5 triangles to the lower side). 
 We then connect the point VI with the “free” edges of 
this surface, i.e., with the edges: 
 

I III, III V, V II, II IV, IV I, 
 
by means of the 5 triangles: 
 

I III VI, III V VI, V II VI, II IV VI, IV I VI, 
 

with which, the construction of our auxiliary surface is completed. 
 Since our auxiliary surface is composed of nothing but 
triangles, there is no difficulty associated with constructing 
the most general space polyhedron whose orthogonal 
projection it is.  We simply erect arbitrary perpendiculars to 
the reference plane (Zeichenebene) through the points I, II, 
…, VI whose endpoints shall be called 1, 2, …, 6 and 
connect the space points 1, 2, …, 6 in precisely the same 
way by triangles as was the purpose of the construction of 
the auxiliary surface for the points I, II, …, VI.  The 
resulting polyhedron depends upon 6 constants, 
corresponding to the arbitrariness of the 6 perpendiculars.  

The fact that it is one-sided follows from the one-sidedness of the triangular region in 
Fig. 2.  Moreover, it defines precisely the same simplest example of a one-sided surface 
that Moebius himself gave. 
 We now consider the static properties of our diagram. 
 a) From a general counting procedure, it follows that it must admit (15 – 2 ⋅ 6 + 3) = 

6 linearly independent self-stresses, and in fact, it is very easy to 
construct six such self-stresses.  As an example of this, I give the 
following: 
 No. 1, …, 5: only three of the rods that emanate from VI, two 
diagonals, and a pentagon are spanned; cf., the accompanying 
Figure. 
 No. 6: along the five rods that emanate from VI one finds 
equal stresses created, and likewise along the five diagonals of the 
pentagon; cf., the Figure. 
 These examples of self-stresses can also be derived from 

Maxwell polyhedra with no further assumptions: Figure 4 can be regarded as the 
projection of a tetrahedron, while Figure 5 can be regarded as the projection of a pyramid 
that lies over a pentagon. 

 

III  IV 

II V 

I 

Fig. 2. 

 

II 

III IV 

V 

I 

VI 

Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 4. 
III IV 

I 

VI 
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 b) On the other hand, one convinces oneself that the 
most general self-stress associated with our diagram can in 
no way be derived from our one-sided polyhedron in the 
Maxwellian way; already, the numbers do not add up, since 
the ∞6 polyhedra would give only ∞3 self-stresses.  
However, one soon remarks that our polyhedron cannot be 
used in the Maxwellian way at all.  It was the starting point 
of our discussion in no. 1 that any corner point of our 
polyhedron should be traversed in a definite sense.  To this 
end, we must distinguish the two “sides” of the polyhedral 
surface and arrange that the circuit is clockwise on the one 

side.  This is not possible here, since we have a one-sided polyhedron.  If we arbitrarily 
establish that the corner (i) of the polyhedron should be traversed in a definite sense and 
displace this circuital sense over the surface then for a clever choice of path we would 
obtain the opposite sense for the corner (i).  The sign of the force components in formula 
(3) may therefore not be fixed, or, if one prefers: After one has assumed a definite 
circuital sense for the point (i) axiomatically, this then yields that it likewise has the 
opposite sign. 
 c) It should be interesting to examine this situation on the reciprocal diagram.  In 
fact: since we have a polyhedron we also have (according to formulas (5)) a reciprocal 
diagram.  This must then be arranged in such a way that when we interpret one side of 
that diagram as a tension that originates along the corresponding side of the original 
diagram when one traverses the entire diagram it yields a pressure that acts along the 
corresponding side of the original diagram as a measure! 
 
 5. We bring order to the tangle that thus comes about when we think of our one-
sided polyhedron (as I have reviewed for one-sided surfaces in earlier work *), and as is 
generally familiar today, moreover) as being doubly covered, and thus replaced with a 
two-sided surface that doubles the number of corners, edges, and surfaces, and whose 
corners, edges, and faces coincide pairwise with the corners, edges, and faces of the one-
sided polyhedron.  Our planar diagram (the auxiliary surface that is linked with it, resp.) 
is a double projection of this two-sided polyhedron, and we obtain, when we make use of 
this polyhedron in the sense of no. 1, a tension for each rod of our diagram and a pressure 
that cancels it; we obtain a null stress for our diagram.  There is no longer a 
contradiction, but something that is clear in itself, that however first disappoints: The ∞6 
polyhedra, whose projections our diagram can be regarded as, yield nothing but null 
stresses for it according to our new viewpoint. 
 Thus, we come to the Ansatz such that when we follow through on it we now come to 
the positive resolution of the self-stress problem for our diagram.  From now on, we 
would like to abbreviate the faces of our one-sided polyhedron that emanate from the 
corner point (i) by the following equations: 
 
(9)     z = i i i

k k kx yα β γ+ + . 

                                                
 *) See, e.g., my paper “Über Riemanns Theorie der algebraischen Funcktionen und ihre Integrale,” 
Leipzig 1882.  
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Fig. 5. 
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 Meanwhile, however, we would now like to construct the most general two-sided 
polyhedron (with doubled numbers of corners, edges, and faces) whose double projection 
is our diagram (the auxiliary surface associated with it, resp.), and whose corners, edges, 
and faces now no longer need to agree pairwise! 
 We make the stated construction in the simplest way when we associate the six 
junctions I, II, …, VI of our diagram with any two arbitrary space points that lie over 
them and connect the resulting twelve points in a suitable way by means of triangular 
surfaces. 
 For instance, in the following way: We would like for our space points to be denoted 
by: 
     1′ 2′ 3′ 4′ 5′ 6′ 
     1″ 2″ 3″ 4″ 5″ 6″ 
 
in a manner that cannot be misunderstood.  Before anything else, we then construct a 
series of ten triangles: 
 
  (1′ 2″ 3′), (2″ 3′ 4″), (3′ 4″ 5′), (4″ 5′ 1″), (5′, 1″, 2′), 
  (1″ 2′ 3″), (2′ 3″ 4′), (3″ 4′ 5″), (4′ 5″ 1′), (5″, 1′, 2″), 
 
which represents an annulus with two boundaries, and which is correspondingly 
composed of the following five edges: 
 
 First boundary: (1′ 3′), (3′ 5′), (5′ 2′), (2′ 4′), (4′ 1′), 
 Second boundary: (1″ 3″), (3″ 5″), (5″ 2″), (2″ 4″), (4″ 1″). 
 
Now we go over to a closed polyhedron by putting a closed pyramid on 6′ of the first 
boundary and 6″ of the second one. 
 We would like to call any (two-sided) polyhedron that comes about in this way a 
double polyhedron.  There are always two planes of the double polyhedron that 
correspond to the planes (9) of the one-sided polyhedron; they may be denoted through 
the following equations: 
 

(10)   
,

.

i i i
k k k

i i i
k k k

z a x b y c

z a x b y c

′ ′ ′ = + +
 ′′ ′′ ′′= + +

 

 
 Henceforth, according to the convention of no. 1, we provide all of the corners of the 
double polyhedron with a definite circuital sense.  By that means, when one starts at the 
corner point (i′) on the face: 

z = i i i
k k ka x b y c′ ′ ′+ +  

the other one: 
z = i i i

l l la x b y c′ ′ ′+ +  

 
follows, and then conversely when one is concerned with the corner point (i″), the plane: 
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z = i i i
l l la x b y c′′ ′′ ′′+ +  

precedes the plane: 
z = i i i

k k ka x b y c′′ ′′ ′′+ + . 

 
 After these preparations we will now − completely in the sense of no. 1 − derive a 
self-stress for the given diagram from our double polyhedron.  It again suffices to give 
the components of the force that acts at the point (i) of the diagram along the edge (kl).  
Insofar as (i) is the projection of (i′), from formulas (3) we obtain the force components: 
 
(11′)    i i

k lb b′ ′− , i i
l ka a′ ′− . 

 
However, insofar as (i) is the projection of (i″), we must, from the remark made on 
degree, invert the sign and we then have the force components: 
 
(11″)    i i

k lb b′′ ′′− , i i
l ka a′′ ′′−  

 
along our edge (kl) that contacts the point (i).  We thus have, in total, the force: 
 
(12)  ( )i

klX  = i i i i
k l l kb b b b′ ′ ′′ ′′− + − ,  ( )i

klY  = i i i i
l k k la a a a′ ′ ′′ ′′− + − . 

 
 We have thus actually constructed a self-stress for our diagram; each of our double 
polyhedra correspond to one.  Furthermore, the null stress that we derived for our one-
sided polyhedron is associated with it.  It is then clear that the values for ( )i

klX , ( )i
klY  that 

we just wrote down are all null when the planes a′, b′, c′ coincide with the planes a″, b″, 
c″ in the planes (9) without exception; i.e., when our double polyhedron goes over to a 
one-sided polyhedron under the double covering. 
 
 6. The assertion will now be that the self-stress problem for our diagram is actually 
resolved with formulas (12).  To that end, there are two things to be shown: 
 1) That any self-stress of the diagram can be arrived at by means of formulas (11). 
 2) How the difference between the number of double polyhedra (∞12) and the 
number of self-stresses (∞6) is to be clarified. 
 
 Both of them are resolved in a completely concise form on the grounds of the 
previous considerations. 
 Ad 1)  It will be convenient here, along with the given diagram and its auxiliary 
surface, which are double projections of the double polyhedra, to present, moreover, a 
double diagram (a double auxiliary surface, resp.) that shall be defined as a simple 
projection of our polyhedron.  Each edge of the original diagram corresponds to two 
overlapping edges of the double diagram, and when one has formulas (12) for the edge 
(kl) of the original diagram then one has formulas (11′) and (11″) for the two 
corresponding edges of the double diagram.  On our double diagram (the auxiliary 
surface that is linked with it, resp.), the developments of our no. 2 now immediately find 
application.  This auxiliary surface is then a two-sided surface of genus p = 0.  Any self-
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stress that belongs to the double diagram will then be provided by one of our double 
polyhedra (and thus by ∞3 of our polyhedra) in the Maxwellian way.  It remains to 
conclude that one can convert each of the self-stresses that relate to the original diagram 
into a self-stress of the double diagram.  However, this happens in such a way that one 
divides the stresses that belong to the individual edges of the original diagram into equal 
halves on the two edges of the double diagram that lie above them.  This has the result 
that the forces (11′) and (11″) are equal to each other, and from here on out, one can, by a 
clever choice of the three additive constants that one has one’s disposal, arrive at the fact 
that generally: 
 
(13)   i

ka′  = − i
ka′′ , i

kb′  = − i
kb′′ , i

kc′  = − i
kc′′ . 

 
One can therefore construct for each self-stress of the original diagram not only a double 
polyhedron, but, in particular, one that is its own mirror image relative to the XY-plane. 
 Ad 2) achieves its complete elucidation when we go back to the notion of the addition 
of two polyhedra that belong to the same diagram (the same auxiliary surface, resp.) (no. 
2).  It is completely obvious that the formulas (12) remain unchanged when one adds an 
arbitrary one-sided polyhedron of our family of polyhedra to the chosen double 
polyhedron, and thus replaces the planes (10) with the following ones: 
 

(14)   
,

.

i i i i i i
k k k k k k

i i i i i i
k k k k k k

z a x b y c x y

z a x b y c x y

α β γ
α β γ

′ ′ ′ = + + + + +
 ′′ ′′ ′′= + + + + +

 

 
Here, the i

kα , i
kβ , i

kγ  include six arbitrary parameters, in all, and thus ∞6 double 

polyhedra in our diagram determine the same self-stress.  This, then, is the meaning of the 
one-sided surface for the self-stresses of our diagram, that they allow all double 
polyhedra that produce the same self-stress to be derived from each other. 
 Among the double polyhedra that produce the same self-stress, one always finds, in 
fact, one of them that is symmetric to itself relative to the XY-plane.  One needs only to 
set: 
(15) i

kα  = − 1
2 ( )i i

k kα α′ ′′+ ,  i
kβ  = − 1

2 ( )i i
k kb b′ ′′+ ,  i

kγ  = − 1
2 ( )i i

k kc c′ ′′+  

 
in formulas (14). 
 
 7.  From the set of individual remarks that have been imposed here, let the following 
ones be emphasized: I would like to call the Z-ordinates that belong to the polyhedral 
corner points (i′) and (i″) of the double polyhedra iz′  and iz′′ , for the moment, while 

calling the Z-coordinate of the corresponding corner point of the one-sided surface ζi .  
The six quantities ζi (i = 1, 2, …, 6) can be assigned arbitrarily.  On the other hand, one 
converts iz′  into iz′  + ζi and iz′′  into iz′′ + ζi  according to formula (14).  The difference iz′  
− iz′′ is then invariant under the transformation.  We will say that of all the double 

polyhedra for our diagram, only ones whose two shells remain strictly apart from each 
other at the locations 1, 2, …, 6 yield the same self-stress. 
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 Meanwhile, I again refer to the fact that all of these givens on the double polyhedron 
must find a characteristic interpretation in the associated reciprocal diagram. 
 Finally, I pose myself the problem of associating the special cases of self-stresses that 
relate to Fig. 4 and 5 with our general considerations. 
 For the Maxwell polyhedron in case 4, we had a tetrahedron, and in case 5, a five-
sided pyramid that lay over it.  Since it remains free, we would like to set up this 

tetrahedron with its edge 34 (the pyramid with its base plane12345, resp.) in the XY-
plane.  We now reflect both polyhedra in the XY-plane and thus replace the tetrahedron 
with a double tetrahedron, and the pyramid with a double pyramid.  The double 
polyhedra that thus correspond then simultaneously yield stresses of the types in figures 4 
and 5 for our diagram, in the sense of formulas (12). 
 The question is: How do we obtain these stresses (double polyhedra, resp.) from the 
general construction prescription of no. 5?  For the double pyramid, the answer is 
immediate: We will take the iz′ , iz′′  equal to zero for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and meanwhile set 

6z′  = − 6z′′ .  In the other case, I proceed thus: Through the edges III, IV of the diagram, I 

lay any two planes that are mirror images with respect to the XY-plane.  Now, I assume 
that 1″, 2′, 3′, 4′, 5′, 6′ is in one of these planes and 1′, 2″, 3″, 4″, 5″, 6″ is in the other 
(vertically over I, II, …, VI, resp., and naturally, in which 3′ coincides with 3″, as well as 
4′ and 4″).  If one carries out the construction of the double polyhedron for this case 
according to the givens of no. 5 then one obtains, in fact, two tetrahedra, which are as 
before (except that the vertex 6′ of the first tetrahedron lies in the base surface 1″, 3″, 4″ 
of the second one, and conversely, which is an inessential specialization for the 
determination of the self-stress of our diagram). 
 
 Göttingen, 31 March 1909 
 
 

__________ 
 


